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Why Determinism? Yet…shared memory 
programming is hard!

races

A Solution: Enforce Determinism
- For a given input, a program written 
with pthreads/OpenMP is deterministic

deadlock atomicity 
violations

int x=0;
run(){
    x=get_pid();
}
main(){
    for (int i=0;i<2;i++)
        thread_create(run);
    join();
    print x;
}

thread_start

T1

x=getpid();

thread_start

T2

x=getpid();

thread_create

main

join

thread_exit thread_exit

2x1x
thread local memory

}
on exit, commit 
changes and merge 
conflicts (last commiter 
wins)

executes a quantum 
as a transaction

heap and globals
reside in local 
memory

print x Always returns 2!

- Multi-core processors are the new normal

- Better performance will hinge on making             
use of these cores

An example program



atomicity 
violations

Dthreads* : The State of the Art in Software Determinism

*Tongping Liu, Charlie Curtsinger, and Emery D. Berger. 2011. 
Dthreads: efficient deterministic multithreading. In (SOSP '11)
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Figure 1: Thread execution timing diagrams for three di↵erent execution models. (a) Shows the original

model of Dthreads, (b) describes Dthreads with Conversion and (c) still utilizes Conversion but with a better

token passing technique. The goal here is to reduce waiting (shown with dashed lines) and keep threads busy.

delimiting quanta based on estimated execution times.
Fig. 1(a) illustrates this problem more concretely. Here,

Dthreads is executing with two threads, T1 and T2, with
T1 holding the token initially. At time 1 (T=1), thread T2
arrives at a pthreads operation and now waits at the fence
for T1. Thread T1 arrives at the fence at time 5 and commits
its changes, executes a short critical section (taking no time
in this example) and passes the token to thread T2 which
does the same. At time 8, T1 performs another pthreads
operation and begins waiting for T2 to arrive at the fence,
which finally happens at time 13.

This simple example reveals a challenge for deterministic
runtimes with significant variance in quantum length. In the
example in Fig. 1, the threads spend approximately 30�40%
of their total execution time just waiting at the fence. This
problem is further intensified as more threads are added and
the time spent in the sequential phase is factored in.

2.1 Quantum Length Imbalance in Benchmark
Programs

To better quantify the impact of quantum length imbal-
ance, we studied the existing imbalance in several bench-
mark programs, to see how this relates to overall Dthreads
performance. We define the quantum length imbalance for
a given Dthreads parallel round r as,

Qimbal
r

=
1

N � 1

NX

q=1

len
max

� len
q

len
max

, (1)

where N is the number of threads in the round and max

is the longest quantum for that round. Intuitively, Qimbal
expresses the mean fraction of each round that a thread,
other than the longest-quantum thread, spends waiting at
the barrier. Fig. 2(a) shows the mean quantum imbalance
over all rounds for Dthreads on a subset of the Parsec [5]
and Phoenix [16] benchmark suites. For example, the bench-
mark “dedup” shows a quantum imbalance of 0.58, meaning
that on average, every thread but one was spending 58%
of its time in the parallel phase waiting at the barrier. In
other words, with 4 threads and 4 cores, one thread was
running at 100% while the other three on average were run-
ning at 42% of capacity, for a total e↵ective utilization of
1+.42+.42+.42

4 = 56%. This is without taking into account
any other ine�ciencies present in Dthreads.
For comparison purposes, Fig. 2(b) provides the execu-

tion time of these benchmarks, normalized to the pthreads
execution time. Here the striking similarity suggests that
quantum length imbalance is one of the main factors, and
perhaps even the dominant factor in the observed Dthreads
slow-down. One noticeable exception is the streamcluster

program. In looking through this program, we found that
streamcluster makes heavy use of barriers, e↵ectively cre-
ating a fence in the pthreads version as well. In essence,
Dthreads was not unusually e�cient in this benchmark; in-
stead pthreads was unusually ine�cient.
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Quanta Imbalance and Runtime Performance

imbalance in quanta
length leads to waiting 

serial

T1 T2 T3

parallel

fence
1

2
3

commit

commit

commit

waiting
waiting

‣ Communication between threads is done using a token
- once a thread owns the token, it can acquire a lock or commit its changes

- the token is passed round-robin

‣ Dthreads is susceptible to long waits if workloads have 
imbalanced quanta lengths

‣ Dthreads delimits quanta with pthreads operations
- pthread_mutex_lock, pthread_create, pthread_barrier_wait, etc...

‣ At the end of the quantum, thread wait at the fence for 
the arrival of other threads.



Conversion* : A Memory Model for Determinism
Conversion API

s=checkout(name, size, flags)
Create a new Conversion 
segment, or map in an existing 
one (anonymous or file-backed)

commit(s) Commits your local copy’s 
changes to the repository

update(s) Update your local copy from the 
repository

*Timothy Merrifield and Jakob Eriksson. 2013.
Conversion: Multi-version Concurrency Control for Main Memory Segments. In (EuroSys '13)

3.7.2 Concurrent committers

The design above does not permit concurrent commit() op-
erations: one process must finish its commit() phase before
the next may begin. Below, this restriction is relaxed by al-
lowing concurrent operation on separate pages. Pages with
only a single committer are committed concurrently—for all
other pages, commits are performed in version order (recall
that a thread acquires a new version number whenever it calls
commit()). A new version map data structure is used to es-
tablish the arrival order and allow committers to determine
when it is safe to commit a given page.

The global version map M = {(max1, cur1), ...} holds
maxj , the number of the most recently created version that
affects page j (including ongoing calls to commit()), and
curj , the number of the most recent version to finish com-
mitting changes to page j. Thus, if maxj = curj , no thread
is currently committing changes to page j.

At the start of commit() we acquire the version list
mutex, and claim the next available version list entry Vk.
With the lock still held, for each page entry (pj , fj) 2 V 0 we
examine the corresponding version map entry (maxj , curj).
If maxj 6= curj , then another thread is in the process of
committing this page and we will have to wait for it to finish.
We then store a thread-local variable waitj = maxj , to
indicate which thread we are waiting for. Otherwise, we set
waitj = 0. Finally, we set maxj = k to indicate that our
version also affects page j.

We may now release the version list mutex and commit
all pages for which waitj = 0. For each page j that we
commit, we update the version map and set curj = k to
signify that our thread is done with this page. Finally, we
must commit the pages for which waitj > 0. The committer
spins over these pages, for each page checking if curj =
waitj , at which point it is our turn to commit page j and
set waitj = 0. Notice that the actual committing of entries
(the bulk of the work in commit()) is now performed lock-
free. We evaluate the impact of these changes on scalability
in §4.2.

3.8 Making fewer system calls

Avoiding system calls when possible can significantly re-
duce the amount of time spent on CONVERSION-related over-
head. In our experiments, a Linux system call doing little
work (getpid()) took on average 60 ns. To eliminate su-
perfluous system calls we make additional meta-data avail-
able in user space, similar to techniques used for the fu-
tex implementation in Linux [20]. For example, by making
the latest committed version number available in user space,
calls to update() can use this meta-data to decide whether
a system call will be fruitful.

4. Evaluation
Our evaluation of CONVERSION consists of three parts: (1) a
micro-benchmark analysis of the primary CONVERSION op-

Operation latency
COW fault w/o CONVERSION 2.4 µs
COW fault w/ CONVERSION 2.5 µs
commit() 3�6µs+0.8 µs⇤pages
persistent commit() 3�6µs+1.2 µs⇤pages
update() 3�6µs+0.4 µs⇤pages
update() w/ merging 3�6µs+5.2 µs⇤pages

Table 3. Total cost of CONVERSION and related operations
in our micro-benchmark experiment.

erations, (2) an analysis of CONVERSION performance for
concurrent access of data structures and (3) a case study
on retrofitting Dthreads [28] with CONVERSION. All experi-
ments were performed on a machine with four 2.00GHz Intel
Xeon E7-4820 8-core processors and 128GB of main mem-
ory. Where times in microseconds are shown, 1µs = 2000
cycles.

4.1 Micro-benchmarks
Table 3 describes CONVERSION latency (and related opera-
tions) at a low level. These latencies were determined us-
ing two processes: one generates 100 COW page faults, per-
forms a commit() operation then sleeps; while the other
calls update() (retrieving 100 pages each time) between
sleep intervals. Our experiments show the latency of a COW
page fault to be 2.57 µs with CONVERSION and 2.48 µs with
the CONVERSION module removed; adding less than 100 ns
(3 %) of additional overhead per fault.

Except for a constant cost of 3–6 µs, the run-time of CON-
VERSION operations is linear in the number of pages that
are to be committed/updated/merged. Thus, we report the
latency of these operations on a per-page basis. Both non-
persistent commit() and update() are fast, performing a
single page operation in less than 1 µs per page (excluding
the constant cost). Note that while the merging performance
listed reflects a single modified word in a page, the work re-
quired for additional modified words (an additional write)
is marginal compared to the cost of detecting such changes,
which is incurred in either case. commit() operations on
persistent segments add additional overhead as we must up-
date several Linux kernel data structures as pages transition
from swap-backed to file-backed.

These experiments were conducted with two processes
executing on the same physical CPU. When executing with
a higher number of processes across several processors on a
NUMA system, these latencies may increase.

4.2 Comparative Eval: Concurrent Data Structures
Through multi-versioning, CONVERSION provides support
for long-running, read-only queries that execute at native
speed. When combined with traditional synchronization
(locks) to support multiple writers, CONVERSION has the
potential to greatly improve the throughput of workloads
containing a mix of updates and long-running queries. In

Micro-benchmarks

‣ Version-controlled memory (CVS/SVN-like)*
‣ Kernel support for Multi-versioning of shared 

memory segments
‣ Linux kernel module

- a few small changes needed to the kernel

Using Conversion in Dthreads
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Benefits of Conversion
‣ Writes to shared memory in parallel with thread execution

- If you own the token, just commit your changes
- Rely on the token to maintain determinism

‣ Benefits of residing in the kernel
- Faster page fault handling
- Perform operations in bulk

‣ Simpler (and more intuitive) code
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Performance with Conversion
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Figure 6. Execution time for Dthreads and with and without
CONVERSION, normalized to the pthreads execution time.

VERSION this problem no longer exists; threads are com-
pletely isolated from the activities of other threads.

Thus, it is now safe to remove the fence. Figure 5(b)
demonstrates the effect of this new execution model on the
earlier example shown in Figure 5(a). At the start, Thread
T1 possesses the token and is the first to perform a pthread
operation, triggering a commit. Because T1 holds the token,
and its commit can not affect other threads (because of the
isolation inherent in CONVERSION), it performs the commit
wait-free and continues execution of user code. The other
threads perform commits in a similar fashion, forming a
waterfall pattern. It is important to note that none of the
threads spend any time waiting when the waterfall pattern
occurs.

The waterfall pattern represents the ideal (parallel) con-
ditions of execution. Another possible outcome is shown in
Figure 5(b) after the first set of commits has completed.
Here, T2 executes a second pthread operation but cannot
perform a commit without the token, which currently be-
longs to T1. T2 must now wait for T1 to perform a pthread
operation and commit its changes before it can acquire the
token and commit. Still, at the point where the original
Dthreads finishes its first serial phase, the CONVERSION-
enhanced Dthreads has almost completed a second round
of commits in this example. Such results depend heavily on
workload, and are not representative.

5.3 Evaluation
Mirroring the approach in [28], we evaluate our work using
the PARSEC [8] and Phoenix [35] benchmark suites. For
benchmarks that are mostly data parallel (little synchroniza-
tion between threads), Dthreads performance rivals pthreads.
In some cases, Dthreads can even outperform pthreads due
to the elimination of false sharing [28]. We do not consider
these benchmarks further, as CONVERSION cannot further im-
prove their performance. However, it is important to note
that CONVERSION does not add any additional overhead to
these programs and their performance is nearly identical to
Dthreads.

token fence commit trans. page
benchmark (ms) (ms) (ms) count faults
dedup 6.3K 17K 251 91K 359K

w/ CONVERSION 10K 0 1.2K ” 434K
canneal 49K 25K 14K 2.1K 3.6M

w/ CONVERSION 63K 0 24K ” 3.6M
reverse index 2.8K 5.5K 125 76K 132K
w/ CONVERSION 3.6K 0 415 ” 152K

kmeans 17K 112K 127 8.3K 49K
w/ CONVERSION 22K 8.7K 120 ” 55K

streamcluster 5.5K 11K 409 260K 135K
w/ CONVERSION 7.8K 0 3.0K ” 137K

Table 5. Statistics for relevant benchmarks for Dthreads and
Dthreads w/ CONVERSION. For each benchmark CONVER-
SION reduces Dthreads related overhead and improves con-
currency. †The fence time for kmeans w/ CONVERSION in-
cludes time for atomic forking of processes (see §5.3.3).

Several of the PARSEC benchmarks are incompatible
with Dthreads [28] and additionally we were unable to get
the ferret benchmark to compile to a 32 bit executable (a
requirement for the Dthreads version we are using). Perfor-
mance results were derived by executing each program using
between 8 and 64 threads, choosing whichever provides the
fastest execution time.

Figure 6 shows the execution times for original Dthreads
and Dthreads w/ CONVERSION normalized to the pthreads
execution time. For all five benchmarks, CONVERSION pro-
vides a performance improvement for Dthreads. This is par-
ticularly true for the dedup benchmark, where CONVERSION

provides a speedup of 1.75⇥.

5.3.1 Impact of Removing the Fence

For some benchmarks with a high number of transactions,
CONVERSION can provide increased parallelism. Table 5 de-
tails benchmark statistics, including the total number of
transactions and page faults, and the time (in ms) spent
performing Dthreads tasks. For dedup, Dthreads w/ CON-
VERSION exclusively uses the token to establish the commit
order, yielding a 2.3⇥ speedup in Dthreads overhead. A sim-
ilar pattern can be seen for reverse-index.

Interestingly, high numbers of transactions do not always
lead to better performance with CONVERSION. For CONVER-
SION to improve performance, the programs’ use of synchro-
nization operations must lend itself to the waterfall pattern
described in §5.2. For example, the threads in dedup use a
pipeline model to perform work in parallel. Here, if a thread
arrives at the synchronization point (the lock acquisition)
and acquires the token, it can commit, release the lock, and
execute its pipeline stage without blocking. Alternatively,
programs like streamcluster that make heavy use of bar-
riers benefit less from CONVERSION’s removal of the fence.

‣ Token acquisition based on time (not round-robin)

‣ Kendo-style deterministic clock

‣ Each thread maintains their own lock
- Uses retired instruction count

‣ Thread with lowest clock time holds the token
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‣ Conversion helps programs with imbalance
- dedup and reverse index most notably

‣ Other programs benefit because of 
Conversion performance

- faster page faults and efficient page table operations

- canneal and kmeans

‣ Overall performance improvements
‣ Pulling work off the critical path and performing 

updates/commits in the background
‣ More intelligent garbage collection of unused versions
‣ NUMA-aware Conversion

https://github.com/tmerrifi/conversion

Other Conversion Applications
‣ Applications that can work with a (slightly) out-of-date local copy

‣ Concurrent Data Structures
- Snapshot isolation for long running readers

‣ Concurrent Garbage Collection

https://github.com/tmerrifi/conversion

